European homestay

Intensive Language Homestay in Europe

TEACHER: RACHEL - TOWN - LIGURA - ITALY
163EITRTUR

TEACHES ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

NEAREST AIRPORT: PISA - GENOVA
PARMA - FLORENCE
AIRPORT TRANSFER: TEACHER
COURSES: GENERAL - BUSINESS ACADEMIC - EXAM PREPARATION

YOUNG

LEARNERS

PRIVATE BATHROOM

PETS - NONE

TRAIN

STATION
La Spezia

COURSE TYPE
1:1-2:1

STUDENT ACCOMMODATION - The
student would have a large room with bed
desk and chair, wardrobe share bathroom
and kitchen. I would prepare meals for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. We have Wifi
internet and can share computer for online
study and checking emails.

ONLINE: NA

COMPANY COURSES: NA

BOOK THIS TEACHER

LOCATION - We are located in a small city on the sea, we are very central
and 2 mins walk from main shopping areas, supermarket and the port. There
are frequent buses to beaches. We are a short train ride away from Le Cinque
Terre (5 villages) and there are lot of walks to do there. (which we also love
doing) There is an International Cinema which shows English movies
sometimes. There are a lot of festivals around the area which are easy to visit.
We have at home quite a few English DVD's and are always buying more. We
are close to Pisa, Florence, Parma and Genova which can easily be reached by
train or car. We normally get around the city on bikes which we can supply
depending on how old the student is.

HOMESTAY: YES

QUALIFICATIONS
TEFL CERTIFICATE CELTA

TEACHING EXPERIENCE - PRIMARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOL - LANGUAGE SCHOOL

SPECIALISED SUBJECTS - Naval Technical
English, Business English, Primary - High School
English

TEACHER AND INTERESTS
Mainly I love meeting new people, traveling
exploring new places - I like reading books
and sailing. walking is another one of my
past times and there are plenty of walks
around here, whether it be coastal or
mountain walks.

MEALS - Before teaching I was a cook on a yacht, so I can cook almost any cuisine from
Italian to Thai. I was bought up in New Zealand so we eat very English type food and
international... Very Flexible in that arena!!

CREATIVE OPTIONS - Cooking, crafts,

FRIENDS AND FAMILY WHO CAN CONVERSE WITH STUDENT - My partner is Italian but

ACTIVE OPTIONS - Walking, day trips, trips

speaks fluent English which is the language we normally communicate in. He has a great
interest in photography and computers. He shares my passion for travel so we are always
getting ready to jump in the car or go for a walk in the mountains.

painting, drawing, creative writing

to the local fish market, swimming, beaches exploring le cinque terre by boat or train

www.europeanhomestay.com - info@europeanhomestay.com - +44 1223 969152 - +39 055 8387762

